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H.R. 6513, COCOA Act of 2023 
As reported by the House Committee on House Administration on January 29, 2024 
 
By Fiscal Year, Millions of Dollars 2024  2024-2029  2024-2034  

Direct Spending (Outlays)  0  0  0  

Revenues  0  0  0  
Increase or Decrease (-) 
in the Deficit 
 

 0  0  0  

Spending Subject to 
Appropriation (Outlays)  0  0  0  

Increases net direct spending in 
any of the four consecutive 10-year 
periods beginning in 2035? 

No 
Statutory pay-as-you-go procedures apply? No 

Mandate Effects 

Increases on-budget deficits in any 
of the four consecutive 10-year 
periods beginning in 2035? 

No 
Contains intergovernmental mandate? Yes, Under 

Threshold 

Contains private-sector mandate? No 

H.R. 6513 would amend the Help America Vote Act of 2002 to require states to allow 
observers designated by the Congress to witness the operation of Congressional elections. 
Under the bill, those observers would be permitted to witness the casting and counting of 
ballots and the certification of results but would be prohibited from handling ballots or 
equipment; observers who disrupt that process would be subject to removal. The House of 
Representatives already sends observers to monitor elections and CBO does not expect the 
number of observers would increase under the bill. On that basis, CBO estimates that 
enacting the bill would have no federal cost. 

H.R. 6513 would impose an intergovernmental mandate as defined in the Unfunded 
Mandates Reform Act (UMRA) by requiring states to allow people designated by the 
Congress to observe the conduct of Congressional elections. Although the laws vary by state, 
all states currently permit election observers to oversee most or all elements of elections. 
Because those are existing procedures, CBO expects that the cost of the mandate would not 
exceed the intergovernmental threshold established in UMRA ($100 million in 2024, 
adjusted annually for inflation). 

The bill would not impose any private-sector mandates. 

  

https://www.cbo.gov/publication/56166
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/59003
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The CBO staff contacts for this estimate are Matthew Pickford (for federal costs) and 
Andrew Laughlin (for mandates). The estimate was reviewed by H. Samuel Papenfuss, 
Deputy Director of Budget Analysis. 
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